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Welcoming Letters 

Letter from Secretary-General 

Highly esteemed participants of Nesibe Aydın Model United Nations 2020 Online           

Conference, NAMUN'20, 

 

I am more than honoured to welcome you all to the 9th annual session of               

NAMUN. This year, unlike past years’ conferences, NAMUN'20 will be held           

online due to the ongoing pandemic. Our conference has been endeavoring to            

encourage delegates both socially and academically through an inclusive         

simulation of the United Nations with unprecedented committees and agendas to           

enhance our delegates’ eagerness and enthusiasm to speak up.  

 

Both our academic and organisation team have been working diligently to give            

you the NAMUN quality and abate the concerns about NAMUN being online. We             

did our best to make that online conference similar to face-to-face conferences            

as much as possible. Therefore; we could not discard some characteristics of            

MUN such as placards, fun activities in coffee breaks, Q&A sessions with our             

keynote speakers, et cetera.  

 

This year in NAMUN'20, we have six committees which are UNICEF (United            

Nations Children’s Fund), UNEP (United Nations Environment Programme), IOC         

(International Olympics Committee), UNCSTD (United Nations Commission on        



Science and Technology for Development), NATO (North Atlantic Treaty         

Organisation) and last but not least our historical crisis committee RUSREV 17’            

(Russian Revolution 1917). All of our committees’ agenda items had been           

decided according to the original organisation committees’ policies. Additionally;         

all of our committees’, except RUSREV 17’, agenda items are focusing on            

debating upon Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations. 

 

UNCSTD’s agenda items are; 

● Regulation of artificial intelligence regarding potential human rights        

violations 

● Net neutrality and its impact on free speech 

● The issue of technological inequality between nations. 

The agenda items are some of the hardest topics that UNCSTD is facing.             

Delegates have to see the problems in the eyes of UNCSTD to solve them. I               

would like to thank our academic assistants, Arda Kırmıt, İlayda Altay, and            

Sumru Bekar, and our Under-Secretary-General, Yaren Özdemir, who worked         

simultaneously for this committee. 

 

 

 

It is my utmost wish to see all those who attend will reach their aims with                

remarkable knowledge and memories. Additionally, I would like to thank every           



participant for supporting MUN conferences with their contribution and         

determination during the pandemic and staying safe.  

We as the NAMUN’20 team are looking forward to meeting all of you! 

Secretary-General of NAMUN‘20 

Nil Hamavioğlu 

 

Letter from Under-Secretary-General 

 

Highly-esteemed participants of the UNCSTD committee of NAMUN 2020, 

My name is Yaren Özdemir and I am an 11th grader in Arı Science High School.                

Before introducing myself, I would like to firstly welcome you all to NAMUN’20 as              

the Under-Secretary-General of this committee. It is pure delectation to be           

classified among the successful Academic Team of NAMUN’20 since it is blatant            

that the conference has been administered and conducted with the utmost           

professionalism alongside the admirable work ethic to cater all of our participants’            

demands and provide an enriching environment for all. 

My MUN journey dates back to the beginning of 9th Grade when my friends              

persuaded me to attend the MUN Club at my school. It is fair to say that it has                  

become one of the most immense experiences of my life. Having attended 15             

conferences both international and national, it has become one of those things            

that I grind with compassion. Every single conference I’ve attended has           

contributed to the formation of my personality whether it is how to present an              



argument in a professional environment with proper manners or preparing an           

academic paper that is bountiful with information. Alongside the academic          

development, I have spontaneously assembled with divergent people and they          

developed into a vital part of my life. MUN conferences, for a passionate             

attendant, form an individual's life with different aspects, all at the same time. 

In our UNCSTD committee, we will be covering engaging and critical topics.            

Artificial Intelligence also known as AI has become prevalent due to the frequent             

usage and inevitable need however similar to a wide range of sectors several             

issues have to be considered since it has the potential to undermine or violate              

human rights protections. That sums up the first topic. For the second topic, we              

will be focusing on the importance of net neutrality to innovation and free speech.              

What makes the Internet revolutionary is the ability of every user to create news              

and culture and participate in conversations with people all across the globe.            

Mass consumption of entertainment products may be a big business and may            

even help drive adoption, but it’s not new and empowering like the opportunity to              

participate in a speech on an infinite variety of topics. Net neutrality relies on the               

usage of the Internet therefore it directly affects the form of free speech. We will               

be discussing the effects of net neutrality on free speech. Lastly, we will be              

discussing a blatant struggle; the issue of technological inequality between          

nations. The relationship between technology and inequality is multifaceted.         

Technology has enhanced productivity, accelerated economic growth, enabled        



knowledge and information sharing, and increased access to basic services.          

However, it has also been the cause of inequalities. 

If I talk about myself for a bit, I’m an aspiring politician with hobbies like ballet,                

tennis, singing, and boxing alongside. Having a tight schedule, I managed to            

form a different perspective on discipline so I can assure I will do my very best to                 

ensure all of you that I will contribute to creating a peaceful and safe environment               

for everyone to express their opinions. As an extrovert, I would love nothing more              

than to bond with my delegates on a friendship level while helping them develop              

into the best version of themselves. Lastly, I would like to show the kindest              

regards to our academic assistant for his admirable efforts. As the Academic            

Team, we are eager to meet all of you and help you broaden your perspective as                

well as your knowledge. Hope to see you all soon. 

Yaren Özdemir 

Under-Secretary-General of UNCSTD 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Introduction to the United Nations Commission on Science and Technology for            

Development (UNCSTD) 

1.1.  What is UNCSTD? 

The United Nations Commission on Science and Technology for         

Development (UNCSTD) is a branch of the Economic and Social Council           

(ECOSOC). It holds an annual intergovernmental forum for discussion on timely           

and pertinent issues affecting science, technology, and development. 

 

1.2.  History of UNCSTD 

The commission met for the first time in April 1993 New York City, USA. It               

replaced the former Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology         

for Development and its Advisory Committee created after the Vienna          

Conference on Science and Technology for Development in 1979. 

 

1.3.  Functions 

The main purpose of UNCSTD is to provide the United Nations General            

Assembly and ECOSOC with high-level advice on relevant science and          

technology issues through analysis and appropriate policy recommendations or         

options to guide the future work of the UN, develop common policies and agree              

on appropriate decisions.  

 

 



1.4. Sources of UNCSTD 

The United States is the main donor country for the budget of UNCSTD.             

The US funds provide the necessary financial sources for the activities of the             

commission. Some UN member states also provide this commission with          

additional funds.  

 

 

2. Regulations of Artificial Intelligence Regarding Potential Human Rights         

Violations 

 What is Artificial Intelligence (AI)?  

Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to the simulation of human intelligence in           

machines that are programmed to think like humans and imitate their actions.            

The term may also be applied to any machine that exhibits traits associated with              

a human mind such as learning and problem-solving. 

 

2.1. Societal and Ethical Concerns about Artificial Intelligence 

Artificial Intelligence is starting to become a part of our daily lives more             

and more starting from SIRI and facial recognition on our mobile phones to             

self-driven cars. We can’t deny the fact that it makes our lives easier in many               

ways and helps us to accomplish certain tasks in a shorter amount of time,              

however, many risks come within working with and working on artificial           

intelligence. There are various reasons why governments, companies, and         



people, in general, are worried about the development of artificial intelligence and            

the changes it may bring, such as: 

 

i. As stated above, in the definition of Artificial Intelligence, machines are            

programmed to think and act like humans which could lead to the job loss              

of several people since they won't be needed once machines can do all             

the work instead of them probably in a shorter amount of time. Another             

problem is the possibility of machines and robots making mistakes. It           

could cause serious damages including companies’ reputations, human        

privacy, and safety, etc.  

For instance, Teka Microsoft’s AI chatbot, Tay, was released on Twitter,           

2016. It had to be shut down immediately in less than a day, because it               

had learned to spew racist slurs and Nazi propaganda, due to the            

information it was receiving and learning from other Twitter users.  

 

ii. Although people predict a huge amount of job losses, scientists have            

also stated that artificial intelligence could create new jobs that require           

specific human abilities involving higher cognitive functions such as         

analysis, synthesis, etc.  

 

iii. How will the development of Artificial Intelligence affect wealth          

inequality? Assumptions state that individuals and companies that have         



the money to purchase Artificial Intelligence will get richer. But how will the             

living standards and circumstances of those, who cannot afford to buy the            

newest  AI-based gadgets, change? 

 

iv. Another critical question that comes to mind when we think about            

Artificial Intelligence systems, is harming or even killing people. How can           

we ensure that AI agents don’t have the same flaws as their creators?  

For example, there was a robot called Tallon, which was a computerized            

gun that jammed and opened fire uncontrollably after an explosion that           

killed 9 people and wounded 14 more.  

The role of predator drones in aerial military defense could and probably            

will have bad effects on humankind as well.  

Some too many people would use artificial intelligence for personal          

purposes that could be very harmful to others and have incurable effects            

on humankind.  

 

In some TV shows such as ‘‘The Terminator’’, we see AI-driven robots going             

rogue; A super-intelligent centralized AI computer could become self-aware and          

decide to free itself from human control. However, the current AI technology is             

not capable of realizing such scenarios. We should still be careful and keep the              

risks that artificial intelligence brings in mind.  

 



If artificial intelligence develops to the point that it can replace human abilities, it              

will become a very important part of our lives. But how should we treat AI-driven               

robots and machines? Should we grant them human/ citizen rights? How should            

we rate their social status?  

 

2.2. Governments Accountability/ Responsibility Regarding Potential      

Human Rights Violations due to AI Regulations  

Artificial Intelligence plays and will continue to play an important role in            

almost every aspect of our lives. It has the potential to revolutionize how we live,               

learn, communicate and so much more.  

Over the years, artificial intelligence has always caused moral challenges          

because of possible risks of making mistakes due to incidental algorithmic or            

information bias in sensitive areas such as gender, race, age, or class. Citizens             

state that they expect government agencies to manage, monitor, and alleviate           

these risks of AI-driven machines to make mistakes for them to fully benefit from              

artificial intelligence and feel safe while doing so.  

Since artificial intelligence is developing and improving more and more,          

governments need to ensure that AI platforms act as responsible members of            

society and follow the same rules that employees are required to follow. Many             

people have stated that they cannot trust AI-driven systems unless governments           

commit to transparency and communicating the steps that are used in AI            

processes, especially when it comes to their data privacy. Governments also           



need to create formal governance policies to address who owns, who analyzes,            

and who has access to each granularity of data to protect citizens’ confidentiality.  

 

2.3. Possible Ways to protect human rights while using artificial          

intelligence 

As stated previously, the usage of artificial intelligence-driven systems         

brings many risks and makes many people worry about the possible violation of             

their rights and personal data. However, there are some precautions that           

companies and governments could take to ensure users of AI systems, that their             

information and privacy will not be violated, such as: 

i. Developing guidelines for AI safety to ensure that anything including AI            

won’t be used unethically and that it is used for the right reasons.             

Those guidelines should embrace rules and regulations that could         

engender trust among the users of artificial intelligence.  

ii. It is also very important that companies are open about their privacy             

policy and guide their users to ensure that they feel safe using artificial             

intelligence.  

iii. Validating and verifying is a measurement of the reliability and           

predictability of AI systems. All AI systems should be verified,          

validated, and tested, both probabilistically and logically before they         

are deployed. Validating and verifying AI systems is necessary for          

making sure that there is no unwanted behavior. 



iv. According to research, people have many questions regarding the          

usage of artificial intelligence which often leads to them deciding not to            

use it at all. To prevent such cases, governments or companies could            

make conferences where the most asked questions will be answered.  

v. Governments and the private sector need to invest in stronger           

cooperation between state actors – governments, parliaments, the        

judiciary, law enforcement agencies – private companies, academia,        

NGOs, international organizations, etc.  

vi. States should also make sure that the private sector, which bears the             

responsibility for AI design, programming, and implementation, upholds        

human rights standards. The Council of Europe Recommendation on         

the roles and responsibilities of internet intermediaries, the UN guiding          

principles on business and human rights, and the report on content           

regulation by the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and          

protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, should all            

feed the efforts to develop AI technology which can improve our lives.            

There needs to be more transparency in the decision-making         

processes using algorithms, to understand the reasoning behind them,         

to ensure accountability, and to be able to challenge these decisions in            

effective ways. 

 

 

https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectID=0900001680790e14
https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectID=0900001680790e14
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf
https://freedex.org/a-human-rights-approach-to-platform-content-regulation/
https://freedex.org/a-human-rights-approach-to-platform-content-regulation/


3.  Net Neutrality and its impact on Free Speech 

a.Definition 

Net neutrality is defined as the principle internet service providers should           

cover to enable access to all applications and content regardless of the source             

without favoring or blocking certain products, websites or applications. 

b. When were we introduced to the term “Net Neutrality? 

The term was introduced in 2002 in response to the efforts by the Federal              

Communications Commission (FCC) in the USA. It required broadband providers to           

share their products/infrastructure with competitive firms. Being overruled and struck          

down by The Supreme Court with the reasoning of broadband services being considered             

as information services. The sticking point was the fact that it allows users to publish and                

store information on the Internet. Till 2015 net neutrality rules weren’t approved but with              

the Obama Administration those rules barred internet service providers and changing the            

speed of specific websited based on business preferences 

C. Arguments For and Against Net Neutrality. 

Advocates for network neutrality suggest that by not allowing ISPs to see the             

speed at which consumers can access specific websites or services, smaller companies            

are more likely to enter the market and make new services. this can be because smaller                

companies might not be able to afford to pay money for “fast lane” access, while larger,                

versed companies can. for instance, several well-established social network websites          

were created without much seed capital. Had they been forced to pay extra to be               

accessed at the identical speed as competitors, they will never become successful.            

Advocates view net neutrality as a cornerstone of the open internet and propose that or               

not it's mandated by law within the U.S. to stop broadband providers from practicing data               



discrimination as a competitive tactic. Proponents of net neutrality include human rights            

organizations, consumer rights advocates, and software companies, who believe that          

open internet is critical for the democratic exchange of ideas and free speech, fair              

business competition, and technological innovation. They argue that cable companies          

should be classified as "common carriers," like public-service corporation companies or           

public transportation providers, who are forbidden by law from discriminating among their            

users. They advocate the principle of a "dumb pipe," maintaining that intelligence should             

be located only at the ends of a network, and therefore the network ("pipe") itself should                

remain neutral ("dumb"). Advocates of net neutrality see municipal broadband as a            

possible solution. 

D. Utilities That Are Introduced with Net Neutrality  

With net neutrality, ISPs may not intentionally block, slow down, or charge            

money for specific online content. Without net neutrality, ISPs may prioritize           

certain types of traffic, meter others, or potentially block traffic from specific            

services, while charging consumers for various tiers of service which will create            

inequality on the internet. It might result in online monopolies if businesses gain             

too much power.  

E. The Future of Net Neutrality 

The future of net neutrality is now within the hands of Congress, the             

courts, and also the states. Twenty-one state attorneys general sued the FCC in             

January 2018 to dam the new rules and restore the old ones; so did several               

consumer-advocacy groups. A tribunal decided mostly within the FCC’s favor in           

2019 but ruled that the agency couldn’t override state-level net neutrality laws. 



Several states have already passed such laws. Washington became the          

primary in March 2018, and Oregon followed soon after. California passed one of             

the foremost comprehensive net neutrality laws of all, but the principles are            

currently on hold amidst a legal challenge from the federal. Governors of Hawaii,             

Montana, New Jersey, New York, and Vermont have passed executive orders           

banning state agencies from doing business with broadband providers that do           

not uphold the principles of net neutrality. 

In the meantime, you'll expect broadband providers to slowly benefit from           

their new freedom. They probably won’t take big overt steps to weigh down or              

block competing services, especially not while courts are still deliberating the           

FCC’s latest decision. But you'll be able to expect to determine more of the              

practices that carriers already employ, like letting their content bypass data limits.            

As an example, AT&T permits you to watch its DirecTV Now video service             

without having it count against your data plan but watching Netflix or Hulu still              

chews through your limit. 

F. Past Net Neutrality Violations 

i)The Early 2000s 

A few internet providers, including Cox and Comcast, banned some          

customers from using virtual private networks (VPNs) and asked users to           

upgrade to professional or business accounts if they wanted to access them. The             

practice was short-lived, but it helped inspire the web neutrality movement. 

 



Today we predict about net neutrality mostly in terms of access to content,             

but within the early 2000s advocates were also worried that broadband providers            

would block customers from using some devices. AT&T, as an example,           

accustomed ban customers from fitting their Wi-Fi routers. 

2005 

North Carolina internet service provider Madison River blocked Vonage, a          

service for creating telephone calls over the net. The FCC fined Madison River in              

2005 and ordered it to prevent blocking, marking one in all the primary efforts to               

enforce net neutrality rules. 

2008 

The FCC ordered Comcast to prevent throttling BitTorrent connections on          

its network in 2008. Comcast denied that it throttled BitTorrent but sued the FCC,              

successfully arguing it had no authority to prevent Comcast from slowing down            

connections if it wanted to. 

2009 

Apple was caught blocking iPhone users from making Skype calls at the            

request of AT&T. the businesses eventually relented harassment from the FCC. 

 

 



 

 

 

3.1.  How can ISPs affect Free Speech? 

 i. What is an ISP  

An Internet Service Provider (ISP) is the industry term for the           

company that can provide you with access to the Internet, typically from a             

computer, usually for a fee. Without ISPs, we wouldn’t be able to go on              

social media, do online shopping, or research anything on the internet;           

basically, we wouldn’t be able to use the internet at all. ISPs are also              

responsible for ensuring that we are able to access the internet, route            

internet traffic, resolve domain names, and maintain the network         

infrastructure that makes internet access possible. However, the functions         

of ISPs are not limited by that. Many also offer services like web hosting,              

domain registration, and email services.  



 

ii. Their control over the internet 

Since they are providers they could have unlimited control over          

their provided portion of the internet. This means ISPs can pick favourites            

and regulate online traffic to give certain businesses an advantage over           

other small sites. Basically, ISPs are able to control internet speed which            

they can do in many different ways. A possible way for ISPs to control (in               

this case limit) internet speed is by provisioning the consumer equipment.           

For example, a cable ISP may configure how many channels a modem            

can use and therefore determine what its maximum rate is capable of.            

The government may also request some portion of power if net neutrality            

doesn’t stop them.  

ISPs get more advanced as technology continues developing. They are          

able to choose what they want to deliver which usually depends on market             

forces, regulatory pressure or competition which means that they could          

choose to offer slow speeds at high prices.  

 

3.2.  Protection of Free Speech by Net Neutrality 



Without net neutrality, the government can affect what we view and how            

fast we view it. This means they could control our internet as well and stomp our                

free speech by eliminating the chance of someone seeing it. This gives power to              

the political party in charge by eliminating propaganda against them and           

promoting their catalog propaganda. In case of violation of net neutrality, ISPs            

could do many things that might have disadvantages on humans, such as;            

blocking websites for political reasons, making free online video sites slow and            

unwatchable, which would force people to pay money for something they           

normally wouldn’t need to. They could also slow down or block websites and             

require money (‘protection money’)  only for them to make more money.  

 

3.3. How to Protect Net Neutrality 

Of course, citizens can protest and refuse such changes by submitting           

their complaints to their government. If net neutrality is threatened, everyone           

needs to express their opinion in a way that can be heard by government              

officials. This could mean protests, getting the news to talk about it, bringing             

more light to the subject, etc. It is also very important to acknowledge who              

opposes net neutrality which would be internet providers such as Comcast,           

Verizon, some politicians, etc. Many of those politicians have taken massive           

campaign contributions from the cable and wireless industry. In order for people            

to recognize the importance of protecting net neutrality, they first have to be             

educated about what net neutrality is and why it should be protected. After             



knowing about net neutrality, it is essential that people take action as stated             

above, which could also include knowing who oppresses net neutrality and doing            

something to stop them.  

 

 

4.  The Issue of Technology Inequality between Nations  

4.1. What is Technological Inequality?  

i. The Relationship between Technology and Inequality 

There are many facets to the correlation between Technology and          

Inequality. Technology improved productivity, accelerated economic      

growth, enabled the sharing of knowledge and information, and improved          

access to fundamental services. However, some countries are not able to           

provide such technology therefore this created technological gaps and         

inequalities between nations. 



 

 

 

ii.  What can be considered as Technological Inequality? 

Three factors generally depend on the extent of technological         

inequalities between the countries: investment in technological       

development; national overall capacity for innovation and the availability of          

ICT infrastructure 

  

iii. The main causes of Technological Inequality 

Several reasons cause Technological Inequality: 

● Lack of scientists and researchers in certain fields 

● Lack of finance and inefficient capital markets. 

● Economic inadequacy  

● Failure to provide a good education  

● Lack of comparable information 

● Inadequate transfer of technology to developing countries 

● Lack of high-speed (broadband) connectivity  



 



 

 

 

iv. The outcomes of Technological Inequality  

a. One of the key findings of the research presented in World Bank Group              

is that the observed low level of technological adoption in developing           

countries is a rational response of firms to conditions they face: barriers to             

accumulating physical and human capital, low firm capabilities, and weak          

government capacity. 

 

b. Technological Inequality causes an uneven distribution in the access to,           

use of, or impact of information and communications technologies         

between countries which is also known as a Digital Divide. 

 

 



4.2. Technological Inequality and the World 

Access to technology can have several benefits for developing countries –one           

such improvement is the boost to the economy of a nation. Technology also             

helps economies in developing countries to reduce production costs, promote the           

growth of new enterprises, and promote communication. 

 

i. Combatting Technological Inequality  

The United Nations Technology Bank for Least Developed        

Countries is a multinational organization committed to enhancing the         

contribution of science, technology, and innovation to sustainable        

development in the least developed countries of the world. 

The UN Technology Bank Current Activities on Combating Technological         

Inequality: 

 

● Science, Technology and Innovation Reviews and Technology       

Needs Assessments 

The assessments and evaluations are carried out in        

collaboration with the United Nations Conference on Trade and         

Development (UNCTAD), United Nations Children’s Fund      

(UNESCO), and other related organizations. As an initial step         

towards the development of coherent and integrated strategies        

tailored to the particular situation of the country under review, they           



will identify technological gaps and priority needs. It will also include           

recommendations on enhancing national and regional technological       

capacities policies and actions, as well as encouraging innovation,         

including detailed assessments in the key areas of the countries          

under discussion. 

 

● Promoting Access to Research and Technical Knowledge 

The United Nations Technology Bank is taking steps to         

stimulate high-quality research production in these countries via        

capacity development and the support of international research        

cooperation, both South-South and Southern-North to guarantee       

that the least developed countries are not left behind in achieving           

internationally agreed development goals. 

 

● Strengthening National Academies of Science in the least        

Developed Countries 

Academies of Science are being formed and strengthened        

through this project, where they already exist in the least developed           

countries, funded by the UN Technology Bank and in collaboration          

with regional academy networks, UN Regional Commissions, and        

Regional Development Banks. 



 

The UN Technology Bank Planned Activities: 

● Intellectual Property Training and Technical Assistance 

In terms of intellectual property rights and technical        

regulations, the UN Technology Bank helps least-developed       

countries improve their national and regional potential. In this         

context, an Intellectual Properties Bank will be established within         

the UN Technology Bank to facilitate the access and use of           

appropriate intellectual property rights covering technologies      

between holders of intellectual property and relevant actors in the          

least developed countries. The UN Technology Bank will also         

support the identification, access, and use of technologies that are          

no longer protected by intellectual property rights. 

 

● Facilitating Transfer of Technologies 

The UN Technology Bank will serve as an effective         

intermediary on a long-term basis to build capacity for mutually          

agreed absorption, adjustment, training for human capital, and        

promotion of technology transfers. It will also act as a link between            

potential entrepreneurs and existing research and development       

sources to promote the development of new inventions, companies,         

and enterprises. 



The UN Technology Bank will work with national        

stakeholders to set up and support technology transfer offices.         

They serve as the interface between researchers, researchers, and         

innovators and the industry and help to market research         

development. 

 

● Regional Innovation Hubs 

By utilizing new and emerging tools and approaches of         

collaborative innovation, the UN Technology Bank will support        

innovation for transformative change and sustainable development.       

Regional innovation hubs will identify the urgent priorities for         

innovation, clarify the context for engagement, and catalog best         

practices and available resources to support transformative change        

innovation. The Innovation Labs will provide a hands-on,        

customized process to unite previously unrelated fields, thinkers,        

and ideas to deliver solutions. 

 

 

 

 

5. Questions to be Covered 

➔ Who will be held accountable if a machine does something wrong or harmful? 



➔ What is going to happen to the people who lose their jobs to AI-driven robots? 

➔ What rights should AI-driven robots have? 

➔ Are there any possible ways to ensure that artificial intelligence is only used for              

the benefits of humans? 

➔ How can we prevent people from using AI for violence?  

➔ How can we ensure that AI agents don’t have the same flaws as their agents?  

➔ What steps should government agencies take to maintain public trust while using            

Artificial Intelligence to serve citizens?  

➔ What happens if a self-driving car has an accident like driving into a crowd of               

pedestrians or harms a bystander? Who should be held responsible when a            

software bug leads to the death or injury of passengers or passers-by? 
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